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Calvision
Calvision is an international collaboration was formed in 2020.  Current members are: FNAL (Cummings, 
Freeman, Hirschauer, Merkel, Wenzel),  Argonne (Sergei Chekanov), Caltech (Newman, Zhu), CERN 
(Hillemanns), Lyon (Gascon-Shotkin), Maryland (Belloni, Eno), MIchigan (Qian, Zhou, Zhu), Milano-Bicocca 
(Lucchini), MIT (Harris),Oak Ridge (Demarteau),  Perugia (Cecchi), Princeton (Tully), Purdue (Jung), Texas 
Tech (Akchurin, Kunori), U. Virginia (Hirosky, Ledovskoy).   US members are supported by US DOE grant 
DE-SC0022045.  Milano is supported on an Italian grant starting 2023.  

Our goals are:
● Develop techniques to improve homogeneous calorimetry for use in hadron measurement
● In concert with the IDEA Calorimeter team, develop techniques to improve fiber-based dual readout 

calorimetry
● Use simulations to optimize inclusion of a homogeneous calorimeter in a future electron-positron collider
● Develop innovative “Particle Flow” algorithms appropriate for homogeneous calorimeters
● Find new less expensive suitable materials for homogeneous calorimeter
● Develop infrastructure to improve the measurements (asics, photodetectors, structural materials, etc)
● Develop physics cases that benefit from homogeneous calorimeter

We are active members of DRD6 MAXICC, the CPAD Calorimetry RD, and the IDEA detector concept.
More information at: https://detectors.fnal.gov/projects/calvision/



Develop techniques to improve homogeneous calorimetry 
for use in hadron measurement

This aspect of our work builds on the pioneering work of the RD52 collaboration*.   

● https://journals.aps.org/rmp/abstract/10.1103/RevModPhys.90.025002

Proxies for the number of 
nuclear interactions can be 
used to improve the calorimeter 
resolution.  Here scintillation 
and cerenkov lights are used.  
Can separate these using
● Wavelength
● Timing
● polarization



RD52
Studied many types of crystal, showed separation of light is possible, and 
showed its potential efficacy in a calorimeter.



Develop techniques to improve homogeneous calorimetry 
for use in hadron measurement

Our main contribution is to revive this work.  At the time of their work, they 
assumed that only one photodetector per crystal was possible (due to cost).  In 
this case, Cherenkov light was distinguished by scintillation by timing.  To see 
the Cherenkov prompt peak, the scintillation light had to be cut down so much 
that it degraded the EM resolution to that of a sampling calorimeter, removing 
the benefit of homogeneous calorimetry.  The advent of SiPMs makes multiple 
readouts possible with high efficiency in the red.

Participants are Milano, Napoli, U. Virginia, 
U. Michigan, FNAL, U. Maryland



Test beams

Using Hamamatsu SiPM S14160-6050HS

Have completed three test beams studying 
single crystals PbWO4, PbF2, BGO
● Notre Dame radiation lab 8 MeV electrons
● FNAL1 120 GeV protons
● FNAL2 120 GeV protons

Have two upcoming planned
● DESY electrons April 2024
● CERN SPS H8 late July?

FNAL2

FNAL1



FNAL1



Novel cost-effective glass scintillators potentially suitable 
for homogeneous calorimetry Work by Caltech

Goal: a dense (>6 g/cc3) transparent inorganic scintillators with a cost of < 1$/cc3.
Have tested promising glass samples obtained from IHEP and Giessen produced in BGRI* and Schott*: 
aluminoborosilicate (normal “ABS” and Gd-loaded “Z”) and barium di-silicate (DSB), respectively.  
Expect glass samples from RMD* Inc.  

● http://www.scitlion.com/index.php?m=content&c=index&a=lists&catid=112
https://www.schott.com/en-us/product-selector?productselectormode=truei
https://www.rmdinc.com/

http://www.scitlion.com/index.php?m=content&c=index&a=lists&catid=112
https://www.schott.com/en-us/product-selector?productselectormode=truei


Longitudinal uniformity of glass samples

Attenuation length on order 110 cm for ABS and 210 cm 
for DSB-3. Improvement expected following R&D.



In concert with the IDEA Calorimeter team, develop 
techniques to improve fiber-based dual readout calorimetry
Work by Texas Tech



Fiber timing

0.05 ns

0.20 ns

1.0 ns



Develop infrastructure to improve the measurements 
(asics, structural materials, etc)
Work by Purdue



filters Work by Milano



Use simulations to optimize inclusion of a homogeneous 
calorimeter in a future electron-positron collider

Work by the Milano and Princeton groups, with the DD4hep 
team.



Develop innovative “Particle Flow” algorithms appropriate 
for homogeneous calorimeters Work by Milano, Princeton



simulations Work by Argonne, Maryland

Also exploring efficacy of dual-readout 
for a traditional longitudinally segmented 
HCAL.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.03539

Correlation between scintillation (S) and 
Cherenkov ( C ) for a 40-layer 
steal/PS/quartz calorimeter 



Develop physics cases that benefit from homogeneous 
calorimeter
Milano, Princeton plus beyond 
CalVision



Summary

● Homogeneous calorimetry can be useful for future detectors due to 
excellent resolution

● A strong team is working on its development to provide the best 
possible use for future experiments

● Good process is happening.
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